This presentation covers the Component PA (Peer Attribute) Control structure.
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A solution can be composed of a variety of components with varying capabilities. To avoid being reduced to the lowest-common capabilities across all components, the Component PA structure is used to enable communications to be customized per peer component or multicast group. The Component PA structure is not used in point-to-point optimized solutions—P2P-Core, P2P-Coherency, or P2P Vendor-defined.

The structure consists of a set of tables. The SSAP, MSAP, MCAP, and MSMCAP tables contain indices into the PA Table and SEC Table (if supported). This simplifies implementations and reduces resource requirements as multiple peer components can share the same PA Table and SEC Table entries. If all peer components share the same attributes, then a component can use a set of wildcard values in place of these tables.
As previously discussed, each of these table contains a set of indices into PA Table and the SEC Table. Each table entry also contains an Access Key field, a Requester Access Control field, and a Responder Access Control field. All three of these fields are small, so it is simpler and more efficient to include these directly into each table entry.

The single-subnet unicast and multicast tables are directly indexed using a CID (unicast) or a MGID (multicast). The multi-subnet unicast and multicast tables are indexed by applying a component-specific function based on the [CID, SID] or GMGID. The component-specific function is identified by a UUID; this enables software to understand how to configure the table. If the function is shared (published UUID) as a de facto method, then multiple components can be configured using the same software.
The PA Table contains a set of 16-bit fields that describe how to communicate with any peer that is associated with a given entry. Similarly, the SEC Table points to security certificates and Transaction Integrity Keys (TIK) that are configured within the Component Security Table (see Component Security structure). This table is optional and applicable to only components that support the Component Security structure.
Each PA table entry contains a set of bit fields that describe how to communicate with peer components. For example, if a component supports multiple OpCode Set structures, then the operations used to communicate with a given peer can differ from those used with a different peer. The rest of the bits are self explanatory, and are primarily associated with how specific bits set to indicate if optional fields are present in a given packet.
This concludes this presentation. Thank you.